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WATER TREATMENT

Water Treatment Solutions:
From the people who understand textiles
and water treatment.
LRT, a part of the renowned LMW Group of
Coimbatore, take their expertise in the textile
industry to a new sphere: with the latest
solutions in water treatment, recovering of
salt and water specifically to textile units.
With technical knowhow from world leaders
Panta Rei of Italy, LRT treats and recycles
process water from the textile industry. A
deep domain expertise in the textile industry
helps us understand your needs, and makes
us conscious of specific challenges. Ensuring
your water treatment is more efficient when
you come to us.
We use bio solvent solutions, rather than
harsh chemical cleansers – to ensure that we
do not harm the land and the water.
Ongoing research and development that
Panta Rei achieves, in partnership with its
suppliers, allows us to optimize the equipment installed, which results in reducing
energy consumption, decreasing operating
costs and increasing process efficiency.

Solutions from LRT:
Effective both in terms
of work and your
bottomline.

LRT OFFERS END TO
END SERVICES FOR
WATER TREATMENT:

Design
We custom-design plants to your specific
needs and terrain. With in-depth experience
in constructing waste water treatment plants,
Panta Rei is a world leader in the design field.
Every parameter is taken into account when
we design your solution: from how intensive
the process needs to be, to weather
conditions, the hardness of your water and
the availability of solvents.
So when we finally set up your plant, it is the
most effective and efficient solution available.

After Sales Support.
We build the most effective solutions. And we
also build relationships. When you come to
LRT for a water treatment plant, you can rest
assured that we will always be there for
prompt assistance, that comes up with
maintenance. Our technical staff is always
available through the help desk, and our

Feasibility Studies:

engineers are always ready to visit “on site” to
offer consultancy or solve problems if any.

LRT helps clients analyse the ability to
complete a project successfully, taking into
account economic and technological factors
and schedules. A feasibility study allows you
to investigate the possible negative and
positive outcomes of a project before
investing too much in terms of time
and money.

They often say LRT stands for “Lots
of Reasons to Trust”. Entrust your
water treatment solutions to us. And
you can rest assured, that you’ll never
have to worry.
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